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Thinking that is characteristic of Level 3 in the van Hiele theory is focused on the 
relationships that exist among figures and those that exist among the properties. 
Whilst such knowledge is considered an important base that appears to assist in the 
retention and usability of geometrical facts, it remains unclear how relationships 
between individual properties develop. This study, involving in-depth interviews with 
24 secondary students, addresses this issue by considering their attempts at providing 
minimum descriptions or definitions of particular triangles. The purpose of this paper 
is to report the findings of an initial exploration, utilising the SOLO model into the 
quality of the students’ responses. The findings provide some light on the 
development of triangle property relationships. 

INTRODUCTION 
The van Hiele Theory (van Hiele, 1986) comprises five levels of development in 
Geometry from which to view students’ understandings. Numerous studies have 
focused upon the holistic aspects of the first four van Hiele levels (Burger & 
Shaughnessy, 1986; Fuys, Geddes & Tischler, 1985; Mayberry, 1981; Usiskin, 1982) 
and this has resulted in supportive empirical evidence of the existence and nature of 
the levels. The level pertinent to this study, is described as Level 3, and includes the 
formation, and awareness, of a network of relations among properties and figures; the 
ability to describe descriptions of figures and properties based upon known 
relationships; and, the recognition of class inclusion concepts, and the implications of 
these. This study intensively explores the nature of students’ responses, made in an 
interview situation, of known and utilised relationships among triangle properties. 
Hence, attempting to address the need to shed light upon the development of property 
relationships.  
To assist the analysis, the SOLO model was used as an interpretative tool once the 
categories of responses were identified. The SOLO model grew from Biggs and 
Collis (1982) desire to explore and describe students’ understandings in the light of 
the criticisms of the work of Piaget. Rather than focus on the level of thinking of the 
student, the emphasis in the SOLO model is on the structure of students’ responses. 
The framework is comprised of two main components, these being: the modes of 
functioning; and, the cycles of levels. 
There are two modes of functioning relevant to this paper, namely, concrete symbolic 
(C.S.) and formal (F). The concrete symbolic mode involves the application and use 
of a system of symbols, for example, written language and number problems, which 
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can be related to real world experiences. The formal mode is characterised by a focus 
upon an abstract system, based upon principles, in which concepts are imbedded. 
Within each mode there occurs development, and development is described in terms 
of levels. General descriptions of the levels are: 

Unistructural (U) - response is characterised by a focus on a single aspect of the 
problem/task. 

Multistructural (M) - response is characterised by a focus on more than one 
independent aspect of the problem/task. 

Relational (R) - response is characterised by a focus on the integration of the 
components of the problem/task. 

Studies (Campbell, Watson, & Collis, 1992; Pegg, 1992) have extended the SOLO 
model through the suggestion that more than one cycle of levels exist within each 
mode. As a result, studies have identified two cycles of levels in the concrete 
symbolic mode. This study identifies cycles of levels. 

DESIGN 
Three research questions guided the study. They are: 

1. Can students’ demonstrated understandings of relationships among triangle 
properties be categorised into identifiable groups according to similar 
characteristics? 

2. Was there evidence of some developmental pattern in the different responses to a 
task requiring the utilisation of relationships among triangle properties? 

3. Does the SOLO model offer a framework to explain the identified categories of 
responses concerning students’ understandings of relationships among triangle 
properties? 

This paper reports the results of one aspect of a larger study developed to explore 
students’ understandings of the relationships among figures and properties. Twenty-
four students, six from each of Year 8 to Year 11 (ages 13 to 17), were selected from 
two secondary schools. The students were of above average ability and there were 
equal numbers of males and females. 

The nature of this study was to have the students complete a task which focused upon 
known relationships among triangle properties. The triangles chosen for this task 
were the equilateral triangle and right isosceles triangle. While a summary of the 
interview is contained in Figure 1, the structure allowed for individual dialogue 
incorporating prompts and probes where necessary. The students were provided with 
a focus for discussion, which involved properties of the triangles known by the 
individual student. Through discussion of the student devised clue combinations, a 
vehicle was provided which initiated discussion concerning triangle property 
relationships while remaining in the working domain of the individual student. 
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Triangle Property Relationships 
(i) Int:  We are going to look closely at a few triangles. The cards in front of you 

have triangle characteristics on them. I would like you to begin by choosing 
the cards which belong to the equilateral triangle (selection made). Look 
carefully to make sure that you have included all the cards which belong to 
that triangle. 

(ii) Int:  Suppose you wanted to leave some clues for a friend. Do you think that your 
friend would need to see all these properties to know that you are thinking 
about an equilateral triangle? What combination could you leave? 
(discussion follows concerning reasons for cards included in the 
combination and those that have been removed) Do you think it could be 
made simpler? (discussion follows concerning reason for the simplification 
or inability to make simpler) 

(iii) Int:  Let’s put all the cards back. I would like you to make a different set of clues 
for your friend. (point (ii) repeated until student has provided all known 
combinations) 

(iv)  First three steps repeated for the right isosceles triangle. 

Figure 1: Summary interview structure 
At the beginning of the interview each student was shown a selection of twelve cards. 
These are referred to as ‘characteristic cards’ and are listed below: 
3 SIDES 

3 ANGLES 

HAS RIGHT ANGLE 

HAS OBTUSE ANGLE 

3 ANGLES EQUAL 

3 SIDES EQUAL 

2 ANGLES EQUAL 

2 SIDES EQUAL 

NO AXES OF SYMMETRY 

3 AXES OF SYMMETRY 

1 AXIS OF SYMMETRY 

HAS ACUTE ANGLES 

RESULTS 
Of interest to this analysis are the combinations of relationships utilised, and the 
variety of justifications provided within the responses. It was possible to divide the 
24 responses for both the equilateral triangle and right isosceles triangle into seven 
groups.  
A description of the response types follows. The descriptions include interview 
excerpts which illustrate identified relationships and student justifications. Each 
response indicated that the relationship between number of sides and number of 
angles was known and utilised, and therefore is not incorporated into the analysis. A 
concise characterisation of each response group’s SOLO coding summarises each 
category. Four of the response groups, Types A, B, C, and D fall within the concrete 
symbolic mode (C.S.) when considered in the light of the SOLO model. Types E, F, 
G, and H are characteristic of the formal mode (F.). 
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Type A This type of response indicated a strong reliance on specific visual or traced 
examples of the triangle type from which the properties were determined. While side, 
angle, and symmetrical properties were chosen from the list provided, in each case 
the student first drew or traced the figure. 
The student was aware that properties were relevant to the figure, however, there was 
no indication of known relationships between the properties. This type of response is 
characterised by the figure determining the properties; thus, the response is driven by 
the notion that if the property belongs to the shape it is required in the description. 
The relevant chosen properties are recognised from the figure individually. Ellen 
provided the following as a minimum set of cards to depict the equilateral triangle.  
Combination 1.  3 SIDES EQUAL   3 ANGLES EQUAL  

 3 AXES OF SYMMETRY 
Interviewer:  What if I took out that the three sides are equal? 
Ellen:  They wouldn’t know then. 
Interviewer:  What if I took out three angles equal? 
Ellen:  No it has to stay there because you need to know that. 

The Type A responses are coded as relational within the first cycle of the concrete 
symbolic mode (R1 C.S.), as there is reliance on specific examples from which a list 
of properties may be generated and on a demonstrated need for visual cues. Overall, 
the properties are perceived as features that are determined by the figure. All known 
properties are included in the description. 
Type B These responses are characterised by the utilisation of one known property to 
provide a minimum description/definition of the triangle. The ultimate reference 
point is the particular triangle, which is considered to have a single property, which is 
unique to this type of triangle. 
While the single minimum description provided initially reflects a possible 
understanding of property relationships, when the students were probed to justify the 
chosen combinations this understanding was not evident. This is evident in Peter’s 
justification for his right isosceles triangle minimum combination below. 
Combination 1. 3 ANGLES HAS RIGHT ANGLE 2 ANGLES EQUAL 

Peter:  I don’t need the axis of symmetry. 
Interviewer: Why can you take that one out? 
Peter:  I just don’t think that you would really need to know that. It is not really 

necessary. 
Interviewer:  What about two angles equal? 
Peter:  Oh yeah that is pretty necessary if it is isosceles. 
Interviewer:  Is there any other combination that you could use? 
Peter:  No that is the only way. 
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The Type B responses are coded as unistructural in the second cycle of the concrete 
symbolic mode (U2 C.S.). This response indicates the recognition of one property as a 
unique and necessary signifier for a particular triangle. Hence, only one minimum 
description/definition is identified within the response. The figure is the main point of 
reference, and determines the property.  
Type C The Type C responses also incorporated no relationships among the 
properties of the triangle. The student provided more than one minimum description. 
Each description included one property, which was used in isolation, as a necessary 
indicator of the particular triangle. 
The characteristics of the Type C response are reflected in Nathan’s attempt at 
providing minimum descriptions/definitions for the equilateral triangle. 
Combination 1. 3 SIDES EQUAL 

Nathan:  I could just use that one. 
Interviewer  So why can you just use that one? 
Nathan:  There is no other triangle that has just three sides equal. 

Combination 2.  3 ANGLES EQUAL 
Interviewer:  So why can you have either of those? 
Nathan:  Because um either makes it unique. 
Interviewer:  Could you have another set of clues? 
Nathan:  You could have three axes of symmetry. 
Interviewer:  Why would that work? 
Nathan:  Because it is the only triangle with three axes of symmetry. 

The Type C responses are coded as multistructural in the second cycle of the concrete 
symbolic mode (M2 C.S.). In summary, more than one property is identified as unique 
to a particular triangle type. More than one minimum description is provided, and no 
links exist between the properties. The properties utilised are determined by the 
figure and perceived as significant signifiers. 
Type D This group of responses is similar to the Type C response, with the addition 
of a single link between two properties, which is utilised in one direction at any one 
time. While these responses are characterised by the inclusion of one or more isolated 
property signifiers of a particular triangle, the students’ justification was also based 
upon a tentative connection between two properties.  
While one property is described as relating to another, the relationship has not 
become a workable unit. Hence the student was unable to include a second 
combination based upon the link as evident in the following response. 
Combination 1.   3 SIDES      3 AXES OF SYMMETRY  

Interviewer:  Why is that enough? 
Louise:  Well the only triangle that has three axes of symmetry is the equilateral. 
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Combination 2.   3 ANGLES EQUAL  
Louise:  Just three angles. If the angles are equal it is an equilateral. 
Interviewer:  So why don’t you need to have that the three sides are equal? 
Louise:  Because if it has got um three angles that are equal it has three sides that 

are equal. 
Interviewer:  Can you find another combination of cards, which denote the equilateral 

triangle? 
Louise:  No, that would be it. 

The Type D responses were coded as relational in the second cycle of the concrete 
symbolic mode (R2 C.S.). In general, a link between two properties is evident in the 
justification of minimisations; however, it remains verbose, tentative, and is not 
incorporated readily in both directions. Hence, the link has not formed a workable 
unit. Ordering exists between two properties. 

Type E This group of responses made explicit reference to a single relationship 
between two properties as the basis for the minimum property combinations formed. 
While a third property may be known, it does not link to any other properties. These 
responses included justifications and property combinations that utilise one bi-
directional relationship between two properties. 

It is evident in Peter’s justifications below that the chosen combinations for the 
equilateral triangle are based upon the bi-directional relationship between ‘three sides 
equal’ and ‘three angles equal.’  

Combination 1.  3 ANGLES   3 SIDES EQUAL        HAS ACUTE ANGLES  
Interviewer:  Why can you remove three angles equal? 
Peter:  Well if there were three sides equal then the angles would be equal as 

well. I suppose I could have removed that one and left that one it doesn't 
really make that much of a difference. 

Combination 2.   3 ANGLES      3 ANGLES EQUAL  
Interviewer:  Can you come up with any other combinations? 
Peter:  No, I don’t think so. 

The Type E responses are coded as unistructural in the first cycle of the formal mode 
(U1 F.). The focus of the minimisations provided is the single relationship between 
two properties. This relationship has formed a readily available unit. The response 
indicates a perception that the property relationships determine the figure, as opposed 
to being determined by the figure or belonging to the figure. 

Type F This group of responses is characterised by minimum property combinations 
which incorporate two or more relationships among known properties. These 
responses included property combinations, which have formed separate workable 
units that are treated in isolation. 
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It is evident in the excerpt below that Allan is focused upon two isolated 
relationships, these being: between three sides equal and three angles equal, and three 
sides equal and three axes of symmetry.  
Combination 1.    3 SIDES EQUAL  

Interviewer  Now why would you only need that? 
Allan:  Because by having three sides equal it is going to have three angles equal 

anyway because of the three sides, um and three sides equal will mean 
that it has got three axes of symmetry and three sides are equal well it has 
got to have three acute angles because it has got to be 180 divided by 
three and two angles will be equal for the same reason as three. 

Combination 2.  3 ANGLES EQUAL  

Combination 3.   3 SIDES      3 AXES OF SYMMETRY  
The Type F responses are coded as multistructural in the first cycle of the formal 
mode (M1 F.). In summary, this response is based upon the links existing between 
more than one pair of properties; however, they are perceived to be in isolation. 
Type G The Type G responses utilise all relationships that exist between the known 
properties. The minimum combinations chosen are based upon the bi-directional 
relationships that exist between side, angle, and symmetrical properties. All 
properties are utilised and justified through their relationship with other properties of 
the particular triangle.  
It is evident in the excerpt below, given by Frances, that the focus is upon the 
interrelationships between ‘two sides equal,’ ‘two angles equal,’ and ‘one axis of 
symmetry.’ Although Frances’ language is not succinct, for example “two bottom 
ones” for angles, and “you fold it” for symmetry, Frances spontaneously utilises the 
relationships between these properties, and no prompting is required. 
Combination 1. 3 SIDES HAS RIGHT ANGLE 2 SIDES EQUAL 

Interviewer:  How come two angles equal can go? 
Frances: Because being isosceles, like those two are the same then those two 

bottom ones are the same, and you have the axis of symmetry. 

Combination 2. 3 ANGLES    HAS RIGHT ANGLE   2 ANGLES EQUAL 

Combination 3. 3 ANGLES   HAS RIGHT ANGLE   1 AXIS OF SYMMETRY 
Interviewer: Why is that one enough when you haven't mentioned anything about two 

sides equal or two angles equal? 
Frances: Um because it means that you can fold it and then those two sides will be 

equal and those two angles will be equal. 

The Type G responses are coded as unistructural in the second cycle of the formal 
mode (U2 F.). These responses include the consideration of the network of 
relationships among the triangle properties. Responses are focused upon the 
interrelationships between the properties. 
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CONCLUSION 
There was evidence of characteristically different thinking associated with students’ 
understanding of the relationships among properties. A developmental path was 
identified due to the observed change in perception of the role of properties and the 
relationships between them. The first level of understanding, as evident in this 
sample, perceived a property as a feature of specific examples of triangle types—the 
property is seen to be generated from the shape. This perception is subsumed by 
another, where a single property is perceived as a unique signifier of a particular 
triangle type. The property can be used in isolation when minimising; however, it is 
not linked to another property. It is not until the property is perceived as determining 
the particular triangle that a progression to utilising and justifying descriptions and 
definitions on the basis of property-to-property relationships occurs, and finally, 
justifications based upon the interrelatedness of properties among triangles. 
Overall, the application of the SOLO model has provided a deeper interpretation of 
the response categories associated with the development of relationships between 
triangle properties. Through the identification of levels and modes within the 
response categories a framework emerged which has highlighted a pathway leading 
to an understanding of the interrelationships among triangle properties. This 
framework sheds light on the development of property relationships. 
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